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One of the best things about Android is how much you can customize, how you interact with it, and that includes a launcher app that gets you into your favorite apps and controls your home screen. This week, we want to know which Android launcher you think is the best. If you're in love with your phone manufacturer's
stock launcher, or you prefer one of the many downloadable replacements available in Google Play, we want to know which ones you consider the best breed. Leave your vote in the comments below. The appeal to the applicants is closed! To see which of your picks made the top five, head over to our feature, the top
five Android launchers to read more and vote for the winner! If you're tired of your home screen stock or just want a new and different way of interacting... Read more about the five nominations in the comments where you posted your favorite tool for work. We get hundreds of comments, so to make your nomination
clear, please include it at the top of your commentary as well: Vote: BEST ANDROID LAUNCHER. Please don't turn on your voice in response to another commenter. Instead, make your vote and respond to individual comments. If you don't follow this format, we can't count your vote. To prevent falsification of results,
votes from first-time commentators cannot be counted. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. About Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get: Which tool is the best? Once a week we will put out a call for
applicants looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you the opportunity to vote for what is best. For example, check out five of the best internet radio stations last week. Streaming
music sites are a penny-a-dozen, but internet-radio services-kind where you click ... More Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite stayed away, it's not because we hate it, it's because he didn't get the nominations needed in calling for job applicants to make the top five. We
understand that this is a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Is there an offer for Hive Five? Send us a letter on tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com! One of the best things about Android is the ability to customize everything about your home screen, which you do on the side of the app
launch. Android has more than one big launcher, but our favorite LauncherPro, finds the perfect balance between incredible performance and high customity. Looking for something for an ice cream sandwich (4.0) and above? Check out our new selection for the best Android launcher. One of the best things Android is
currently able to customize everything about your home screen,... MoreLauncherProPlatform: Android Price: Free, $3.49 Pro Download PageFeaturesSuper-smooth scrollanimated screen previews2D and 3D box app with super-smooth scrollup up to 7 home screensScrollable label docktomCusizable icons through icon-
painting packages, downloadable from MarketHide apps from the app box without removing them from the home screen or the drawerTransition app effects between home screensAbility to adjust the number of columns and rows for home screen and app boxes So you can put more icons on your SMS, Gmail, and
missed call icons in docksSwipable shortcuts for dock icons, so you get twice the shortcuts on the Icons Of The Loads settings, so you can optimize it for old phonesHTC Sense-like widgets for contacts, bookmarks, calendar, messaging, Twitter, Facebook, and Gmail (Only) MoreThen this ExcelsLauncherPro
performance is what sets it apart from other launchers. Scroll between home screens and through the app drawer is insanely smooth, even on older phones. Memory settings are really useful for speeding it up on low-end devices, too, so no one is left out of the fun. LauncherPro is lacking in function, however. From
installing larger icons on your home screen to supercharged docking to installing apps from your home screen, LauncherPro simply makes it easier to use Android. It aims to solve a ton of trouble with android's default launcher, and it does it well. In addition, it even got some really good customization options like a
fantastic set of widgets and the ability to download icon packages from the market and apply them in one fell swoop. It's not quite as customizable as the other launchers out there, but it's got quite a bit going for it, and has a great performance to tip the scales in its favor. Where it falls ShortHonestly, there are very few
flaws of LauncherPro. It may be a little more customizable, like ADWLauncher, but if you're not tweaking the nut, you're unlikely to be disappointed with anything LauncherPro has to offer. The competition is as strong as the launcherPro is, the competition is still pretty heated, which should tell you just how big the launch
scene is on Android. ADW. Launcher (and its paid brother, ADWLauncher EX) are very similar to LauncherPro, albeit with an extra bit of customization. The ADW EX has more home screen conversions and other graphical subtleties than LauncherPro, although its performance is not as stellar. If you're on a newer, more
powerful phone, you may not notice the huge but older phones may find ADW to be a little slower. In addition, having having In-game settings a little longer than LauncherPro, it has more themes available on the market that include both icon packs and wallpapers that go with them. It's not quite as easy to use,
sometimes, and offers less convenience options (like doc gestures) instead of focusing on graphic eye candy. Honestly, it's probably just as good as LauncherPro, and you should check them both out if you're in the market for a new launcher. GO Launcher EX to customize maniacs. Its market themes are changing more
than just icons: they also customize wallpaper, box apps, widgets, and more. It also has more quirky transitions than you can shake the stick on. Of course, all this comes at the expense of performance. We wouldn't say its performance is poor or unstable, but it's not quite wow you like LauncherPro does, especially if
you use fancy conversions (which is to be expected). However, if you like to customize your phone, it's probably worth a slight drop in smoothness. Earth is just about the fastest launcher on the market, and perfect for older phones that need something light and simple. It's not as feature-filled as other launchers, but it will
get the job done and do it quickly. It still add a few other improvements, like a scroll dock and animated screen previews, but if you're looking for customization, it's not a launcher to use. If you are looking for blinding speeds, you have come to the right place. Finally, Launcher 7 deserves a mention, just for its ability to go
in a completely different direction while remaining good. Launcher 7 turns your home screen into a 7-style Windows Phone scrolling set that can be customized to your heart's content. It won't give you quite a few features like a typical Android launcher, but if you prefer a simpler experience without actually switching to
Windows Phone, it's actually a very nice change of pace, plus it can still create some pretty nice home screens. Today the reader of Crashedjava shows us how he took the simplicity and ease of use to the maximum when he turns ... MoreLifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for
the best apps and tools in a number of these categories. One of the best features of Android is its endless customization options. It can be as simple or complicated as you want. Android Launchers is a great way to completely change what you see on the screen. Each phone comes with the default OEM launcher, but
different third-party launchers have got a huge following due to their many features. Let's compare some of the best Android launchers Over there! The launchers we're looking at there are hundreds of third-party launchers available on the Google Play Store, offering a variety of features, customization options, and
themes. I have selected six launchers, each of which is unique in its own right, to how different your Android experience can be. There is not one better option because each user can search for something separate or specific. Launchers featured in this comparison are: Nova Launcher - You can't make a launcher
comparison without one many consider the greatest of all time. Smart Launcher 5 - Smart Launcher is back, offering one of the best implementation sorting apps I've seen. Buzz Launcher - Buzz Launcher includes over a million free users created by themes that allow you to completely change the look of the software as
often as you want. Microsoft Launcher - At first glance, Microsoft Launcher may seem more appropriate for users who invest in the Microsoft ecosystem, as you would expect. However, this is one of the most well-rounded Android launchers available. Ap15 Launcher - Ap15 is a simple but unique launcher that basically
puts everything on the front street. Evie Launcher - Designed with performance in mind, Evie Launcher is an excellent home screen replacement that keeps things simple and fast. Lawnchair Launcher - This very popular launcher gives you the look of the Pixel launcher, with numerous other customization features. The
launch of Nova Launcher Nova Launcher shows how granular the setting will be immediately after the app is downloaded. Before you get started, users should choose between a light or dark common theme and an exciting or card drawer app. Finally, you can also choose whether to use a button or swipe up from the
bottom of the screen to open the app drawer. Buzz Launcher Buzz Launcher also has a quick customization process. From the very morning, you can choose a theme from nine pre-selected options. Of course, you can skip this step and choose one after looking at more themes later. Microsoft Launcher Smart Launcher
5 Microsoft Launcher and Smart Launcher 5 only give you the opportunity to choose wallpaper. You can stick to your usual wallpaper and choose their recommended options. Microsoft Launcher is the default wallpaper option for Bing Daily Wallpaper, which changes wallpapers every day and has some beautiful photos.
Evie Launcher doesn't need any installation. Aside from giving the necessary permissions to run the app, all you have to do is click the start on the welcome screen. Ap15 and Lawnchair don't even have a welcome screen, they just jump straight to the home screen as soon as the app launches. Microsoft Launcher Home
Screen opens after the customization process is complete. All of these launchers are somewhat friendly to the setup. Some launchers begin with an empty approach and others are ready to go as is. Microsoft Launcher is definitely one of the ready-to-work choices. The main screen has a watch and a weather widget, a
folder with Microsoft apps, a wallpaper switch, a Cortana app and a launcher Swipe right opens the channel, with maps for the calendar, news, recent events, frequently used apps, and favorite contacts. As expected, everything is very Microsoft-heavy. Everything is in sync with your Microsoft account. The default search
engine is using the Bing search engine (but you can change it) and Cortana's voice assistant. One of the advantages of this integration is the ease with which you can transfer files from your Windows PC to your phone and vice versa, using OneDrive.A swipes up from the bottom of the screen extends the dock, which
houses multiple applications, quick settings switches, and a slider brightness display. Swipe up from anywhere else the screen launches the app drawer and you can also use the app box button in the dock. Buzz Launcher Nova Launcher Evie LauncherThe Buzz Launcher changes the home screen depending on the
theme you choose. You won't have all the widgets or apps available by default. You'll see an advanced tag on top of such widgets and apps that you can click on and download from the Google Play Store. You can also remove them if necessary. Nova, Evie and Lawnchair all take a more blank canvas approach. In
addition to the dock, Nova Launcher has several folders with Google apps and an app to customize the launcher. Evie Launcher keeps things even easier with only four apps on the screen. Lawnchair Launcher also has only Gmail, Photos and Google Play Store apps on the screen, except for the dock. Of course, you
can add as many apps, widgets, and folders as you want, but you'll have to manually customize things to your liking. Lawnchair Launcher Smart Launcher 5 Ap15 LauncherSmart Launcher 5 uses a similar approach with the docking station, in the case of several favorite applications. You can add more apps to the dock,
but the true advantage of Smart Launcher 5 is when you swipe to access a pre-sorted app drawer. Finally, the Ap15 Launcher home screen is basically all this launcher is about. You can hide apps if the page is too packed, but you'll need to re-find them to find and use them. The Nova Launcher box app Many users take
the app box for granted, as it is the quintessential part of the Android experience. However, quite a few OEM manufacturers, especially from China, leave a box application out of their software. Third-party launchers not only allow you to return the app drawer, but some take the app box settings to the next level. At first
glance, Nova Launcher has a standard view of the app box. However, its settings Plenty of customization options for the app box only, like setting the size of the grid, installing it on a horizontal grid or vertical scrolling, showing commonly used apps, and other interactions of the app drawer. All of them are available with a
free version, version, even more options come with Nova Launcher Prime. Lawnchair Launcher Along similar lines is the ability to customize the Box of the Lawnchair Launcher app. With default settings, it looks like a standard Android 8.0 Oreo-based Pixel Launcher app drawer, but you can change the number of rows
and columns, app icons and how they are displayed, customize the opacity of the app box, and more in the page settings. Evie Launcher Microsoft Launcher Like Evie Launcher and Microsoft Launcher have similar takes on box applications. You can scroll through the list of apps using the letter bar on the side, and both
can be sorted into an alphabetical list or scrolling the grid. However, while Evie makes it easy to make a switch through the switch in the top right corner, you have to go to the launcher settings to make any changes to the Microsoft Launcher app drawer. Buzz Launcher Buzz Launcher and Smart Launcher 5 sort and
classify your apps into folders for the first and the latest panels. As useful as this is, Buzz Launcher doesn't exactly get all right. Some easily sorted apps have been left out. For example, Asphalt 9 was supposed to be in the Games folder and was not. In addition, the Buzz Launcher app drawer is also definitely old school,
with its favorite apps and widget tabs. You at least have the option to unwrap all the folders though. Smart Launcher 5 Very few launchers do sort and categorize applications as well as Smart Launcher 5. This was a refreshing change so you don't have to scroll through the application pages and have everything posted
exactly where you expect. The free version of the app includes sections such as communication, smi, games, internet, utilities and settings. You'll have to upgrade to the Pro version to add or edit the categories. Nova Launcher Nova Launcher themes and settings have become a favorite of the audience because of the
way the granular level of customization is. For home screens, you can change the size of the grid, the size of the icon, the height of the set and the width of the upholstery, add a search bar and even choose the logo and styles of the bars for the search bar. You can also set the effects of scrolling, change the page



indicator, allow widgets to overlap, and more. It's all just for the home screen on the free version, too. Nova offers a similar level of control for the dock, folders, gestures and app drawer. This will require a completely different article for deep immersion in all nova launcher customization features. Essentially, with Nova,
you can make your user interface look and feel exactly the way you want, helped along with the support of the numerous icon packages available on the Google Play Store. The free version is reliable enough, but Nova prime adds more gestures, the ability folders in the app drawer and other features. Lawnchair
Launcher The Lawnchair Launcher also does not skimp on customization features. However, while Nova Nova You change home screens as you like, Lawnchair is more about making adjustments to the look of a standard Pixel launcher. You can change the icon pack, customize the shape and size of the icon, and
choose between a light, dark, or black theme. The topic you choose doesn't have to be systemic either. You can set a different theme for bar search, folders, app drawer, app shortcuts and more. You can also turn on Blur, which applies blurring effects to certain parts of the user interface, such as the dock, you can also
increase or reduce the number of dock icons and add another line to it. The opacity and color of the dock (wallpaper color or transparent) can also be configured. The Behavior section includes settings for screen rotation, gesture control, and other status blocking features and home buttons. Overall, you can use
Lawnchair to make the user interface look very different, but its Pixel launcher roots will definitely look through. Buzz Launcher theme Buzz Launcher takes manual labor out of the setting. There are over a million user-created themes available at the Homepack Buzz Store. You can choose your favorite or go through a
few options until you find the one you like. Most of the resources needed for a particular theme, like wallpaper, icon packs, and other images, are automatically downloaded. You will have to download certain widgets or apps related to certain icons. You'll also be able to install the app you already have, and you can of
course remove the widget or image from the main screen as well. Microsoft Launcher Microsoft Launcher doesn't offer much customization, but it's still more stock than OEM launchers. You can choose between dark, light and transparent themes, apply blurring and accents, change the design of your app folder, and
install third-party icon packs. You can also customize your channel with different maps and add widgets to it. Microsoft launch also brings Cortana to your phone. Smart Launcher 5 Smart Launcher 5 has themes that you can download to change the look of the launcher. There aren't too many, though, and very few of
them are as impressive as some buzz launcher themes. You can make a few changes to the look, but the ability to add widgets, more gesture controls, and improve the search bar features come with the Pro version. Ap15 Launcher You can change the color of the icon, font and size of the Ap15 launcher, and that's
about it. Evie Launcher is customizable from the party. There are still some things you can do though, like changing wallpapers, adding widgets, sorting apps into folders, changing app icons, size icons, creating custom shortcuts, and installing gesture napkins. PriceFeatures paid version Launcher/PrimeFree/$4.99-
Swipe, pinch and double-touch gestures -Unread notification icons for SMS, Gmail, Hangouts, and more -Creating new tabs or folders in the app drawer -The ability to hide never-used apps in the app drawer -Install custom actions for swipes on app icons or folders -More scrolling effectsMicrosoftFreeEvie
LauncherFreeSmart Launcher 5Free/$0.99 - $6.99 for app purchases ($6.99 for app purchases ($6.99 for app purchases ($6.99) Pro version and premium themes)-Removes ads -Adds additional pages for widgets -Edit and add categories -More customization features and unlocked themes -Swipe gestures -Popup
widgets lets you assign a widget to an icon that can be activated with a double tap -Smart screen automatically shuts down the display when the phone is on a flat surface -More animations -More animations -more animations . Multiple HomePage Widgets - Advanced Adaptive Icons - Custom Sorting Icons on app page -
Ability to hide the navigation barBuzz LauncherFreeLawnchair Launcher v1Freeap15 LauncherFree/$0.99 - $27.99 for in-app purchases- Set advanced rules for app use and relationship size icon -Set a background template Of course, these are just a few of the many options currently available. If there are more
launchers you would like us to compare, let us know in the comments! Comments! ios 11 launcher apk download for android. ios 11 launcher for android free download
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